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Abstract 
The purpose of the present study was to analyze a Persian linguistic item pronounced as /chiz/ (with the literal 
meaning thing), a pragmatic expression with various functions oriented to the interactional nature of the speech 
context.  In order to examine the functions of /chiz/ 15 hours of authentic conversations among Persian speakers were 
tape recorded and transcribed. The frequency of the pragmatic expression /chiz/ was investigated. In addition, the 
functions achieved by the word /chiz/ were examined. The results of the investigation demonstrated that /chiz/ is a 
multi-functional word performing differently based on the context in which it is used. 
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1. Introduction 
Little is known about the status of reorganizational expressions cross-linguistically. Do all languages 
have dedicated and conventionalized recognizational expressions?  How often are these transparently 
derived? How often are they related to propositions, as in English, and how often to demonstratives or 
other deictic expressions, as in Lao? How often are there productive means for generating such 
investigation (Enfield, 2003, p.116). 
 
By taking into consideration the quoted statement mentioned above, this article provides description of 
one word   which has a number of pragmatic meanings. Words like /chiz/ have not 
been discussed in linguistic theory, yet they raise both fascinating and fundamental questions about the 
nature of linguistic meaning. To understand what such expressions actually mean in any occasion, 
interlocutors must rely on shared knowledge.  Expressions of this kind have meanings which relate to the 
speech context, in that first of all the speaker and listener can figure out what expressions such as /chiz/ 
refers to, and secondly, that these expressions function differently in different contexts in a single 
language, in this case the language being Persian.  The word /chiz/ could be viewed as a counterpart to 
what- -call-it and you-know-what. 
In this study, /chiz/ is categorized under the category of vague words. Used as a technical term, 
often suffice for the purpose in hand, and too much precision can lead to time wasting and inflexibility 
(Williamson, 1994: 4869).  Despite being the subject of study in such areas as literary criticism, 
linguistics, psychology and philosophy, until recently vague language had not received enough attention 
and tended to be either empirically overlooked or ignored (Channell, 1994:5; Overstreet, 1999, cited in 
Fernandez & Yuldashev, 2011). Even the increase of studies in the area of vague language has been 
 
In order to add cross-linguistic data to previous work, this study investigated the frequency and 
functions of the word /chiz/ which is categorized in this research as vague language in Persian.  /Chiz/ 
which is similar to words such as what-you-call-it in English has both semantic and pragmatic meaning.  
As for the pragmatic meaning, it can only be inferred based on the shared knowledge of the interlocutors 
within the occurring context. As thus, /chiz/ with the literal meaning of thing or something in English, has 
a variety of pragmatic meanings which varies from one context to the other, depending on what the 
speaker wants to denote by using the expression /chiz/. 
In the literature, expressions that are special to a particular language and function just like the word 
/chiz/ have been referred to as: pragmatic markers, non-straightforward expressions, vague language, and 
placeholders.  No matter what category one decides to put /chiz/ in, the meaning of this expression is 
believed to be accessed by the shared knowledge of interlocutors.  Lantolf and Thorne (2006) state, 
more knowledge the hearer-speaker share the more likely they are going to speak in fragments, leaving 
out that which would be redundant (p.8-9). Therefore, a person that has not followed a conversation from 
the very beginning might not be able to infer what the word /chiz/ really means in that specific context. 
 
2. Literature Review 
The functions of language can be divided into micro and macro functions. Whereas macro functions 
relate to larger more general purposes, micro functions take into consideration the particular individual 
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uses. Finch (2003) identifies seven main micro functions of language: a) to release nervous/physical 
energy (physiological function), b) to express sociability (phatic function), c) to provide a record 
(recording function), d) to identify and classify things (identifying function), e) to reason (reasoning 
function), f) to communicate ideas and feelings (communicating function), and g) to give delight (pleasure 
function). Functions of language can also be organized around three broad functions of ideational, 
interpersonal, and textual (Halliday, 1994).  The first represents the experiences retrieved from the world, 
the second is used to establish or maintain social relations, and the third is used to create spoken or written 
texts. 
Erman (2001) claims that pragmatic markers have little or no meaning in themselves and can either be 
understood through clues in the context or else having a conventionalized pragmatic meaning mapped 
onto them.  Up to this point we could define /chiz/ as a pragmatic marker. But following the 
aforementioned viewpoints, Erman goes on to say that pragmatic markers do not directly partake in the 
the aforementioned statement, /chiz/ is involved inside the syntactic structure and can occupy the place of 
 
In their study, Hengeveld & Keizer (2011) introduce a wide range of dummy expressions or nonsense 
words in English. One of the groups which have resemblance in meaning t
They claim some of the items, in particular members of the thing-group are unspecified and they can be 
used to refer to any type of entity. However, /chiz/ cannot solely be categorized as a dummy expression or 
a nonsense word since it is used to refer to objects. 
In this study, we list /chiz/ under the broader category of vague language. Vague language may be 
defined as that which modifies a linguistic item, phrase or utterance to make its meaning less precise 
 
language which has been adopted from Channell (1994) includes:  
 Number approximations 
 A word or phrase is added to a precise figure to signal a vague reading e.g. about 12, 5 or 6 
 Non-numerical vague quantifiers (indeterminate) 
 Vagueness is indicated by vague words or phrases rather than by using numbers e.g. several people, a 
lot of books Non-numerical vague quantifiers (indeterminate) 
 Vague category markers 
 er to indicate that this item exemplifies 
a category (natural or otherwise) e.g. fish or something, lectures and so on 
 Placeholder words e.g. thing, stuff 
  These words stand on their own as replacements for other, more specific nouns. 
Since the literal translation of /chiz/ in English is thing, we will elaborate on placeholders more in this 
section.  Channell (1994: 157) includes terms like stuff, thing, things, what-do-you-call-it or 
whatchmacallit as examples of vague placeholder words. Placeholders are mostly used when the exact 
word cannot be accessed by the speaker. In the example below provided by Jucker et. al. (2003) the 
speaker substitutes the intended word with that thing. 
B: I was tripping yesterday when I was signing up for that thing I was thinking class started ((door 
opens)) at nine thirty, and I was, 
A: for which thing? 
B: for when I was signing up for the experiment the other day, 
A: ah... 
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The use of a placeholder might have several reaso
to refer to the intended item by name because she does not know its name or cannot access it. On the 
other hand, the speaker might know the name but prefer not to use it. A placeholder might be a better way 
-1751). 
 
contributions to the perceived informational needs of the other participant(s) so as to maintain and 
 
 the 
language) 
  
 -emphasizing) certain information 
  
  
  
 aining an atmosphere of friendliness, informality or deference. (p. 26-27). 
vagueness is a desirable feature of natural languages. Vague words often suffice for the purpose in hand, 
and too much precision can lead to time-wasting and inflexibility (p.4869). 
As for words such as /chiz/ they have meaning which is extracted from the nature of the speech context 
on the one hand and have different functional roles in every episode of occurrence on the other hand.  
When an interlocutor actually uses the word /chiz/, they usually do not explicitly mention what the word 
/chiz/ truly implies.  
As thus, to put forth some firm evidence and set grounds for further work on pragmatic expressions in 
Persian, this study seeks to investigate the frequency and functions of /chiz/ in a Persian corpus.  In this 
investigation we start with structure and move onto make statements about function, an approach which 
tries to look at language and to suggest how and why it is used (Cutting, 2000).  
3. Method 
3.1 Participants 
 
30 undergraduate students majoring in English at a university in Iran volunteered to take part in this 
study. They were required to gather 30 minutes of authentic conversations taking place among Persian 
people without informing the speakers. The 30 participants were informed that the age, gender, 
educational and social status of the people who took part in conversations were not of importance. 
However, after they had 
form reassured the ones whose voices had been recorded that the audios would only be used for research 
purposes. 
 
3.2 Measures/Data collection 
 
The researchers provided each o
voices. 15 hours of authentic conversations were recorded in total. The conversations were recorded by 
fter the recordings had 
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been gathered the participants were informed and asked for permission in the use of the recordings for 
research purposes. All the ones whose voices had been recorded granted permission. 
 
3.3 Data analysis 
 
In this descriptive study, all the recordings were transcribed by the researchers and the occurrence of 
the word /chiz/ were identified. The next step was for the researchers to identify the functions of the word 
/chiz/ according to the context it had occurred in. In order to be sure of its reliability, each researcher 
prepared the transcription of the recordings and the functions of /chiz/ separately. The inter-rater 
the two coders.   
4.   Results 
The word /chiz/ was found to have 6 functions according to the data collected in this study. In 40 
percent of the cases /chiz/ functioned as a form of substitution replacing some other words or expression. 
In 20 percent of the cases /chiz/ functioned as a placeholder. Euphemism was the third function of /chiz/ 
with a frequency of 15 percent. /chiz/ was also used as a hedging device with a frequency of 12 percent. 
The pragmatic expression under investigation was also used in the form of avoidance strategy and 
avoiding judgment with the frequency of 8 and 5 percent respectively.  In the upcoming section some 
extracts from the transcriptions have been provided to present a better understanding of the functions of 
the pragmatic expression /chiz/. 
In this first excerpt, a conversation took place between two friends at the dormitory. One of them was 
going out to buy some stuff, while the other asked him to buy something for him as well since he was 
starving. However, the problem was that he did not indicate explicitly what it was he actually wanted. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A: I am going to the supermarket. See you in an hour.                                   
B: Buy something to eat, I am starving? 
A: Okay, sure. Anything in particular? 
B: No, something  
 
In this first conversation the word /chiz/ was used three times. The speakers had definitely substituted 
a particular word with /chiz/. The hearer understood that the speaker meant some type of food by the use 
of the first /chiz/. The second instance of /chiz/ also referred to some form of food. In reply to the 
particular eatable substance such as: cookies, chips, pizza, or etc.  Now, the question that comes up is why 
the two interlocutors insisted on usi
by the word /chiz/ from the very beginning.  One solution might be that the second speaker had not made 
up his mind on what exactly it was that he wanted. It was probably much easier for him to state a general 
word than choosing what exactly it was that he wanted. However, if a third party walked in the middle of 
the conversation and overheard the third utterance, he or she would not know what this /chiz/ was 
referring to. Is it a special book, movie, clothing, or any other numerous referents one might think of? In 
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the above conversation which was a random selection of 40 percent of the cases, /chiz/ functioned as a 
substitution for the particular word in mind. Neither of the interlocutors had forgotten the intended words, 
since it was obvious from the conversation that both interlocutors knew what they were talking about. 
They had substituted the pragmatic expression for a more precise and explicit word. 
 
The second conversation selected from among the transcriptions took place between a mother and her 
daughter in a summer afternoon. The mom wanted her daughter to turn on the air conditioner since it was 
very hot. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A: Maryam, where are you? 
 
the thing  
thing  
 
A significant difference was spotted between this conversation and the former one. In this latter 
excerpt, in the two instances that /chiz/ was used, the word which /chiz/ was supposed to refer to 
the pragmatic function of /chiz/ is somehow different in this context. Here, we interpreted that /chiz/ 
functioned as a placeholder; names that refer to objects or people whose names are either temporarily 
forgotten or unknown in the context.  Thus, the use of /chiz/ in this excerpt seem
inability to remember the Persian words at first, but once remembered explicitly mentioned to aid the 
comprehension of the hearer.  According to Channell (1994) placeholders are of two main types: those 
which replace names and those which replace item names. In this study, 20 percent of the pragmatic 
expression under investigation functioned as a placeholder. 
The pragmatic expression /chiz/ also had a euphemistic function in 15 percent of the cases. The 
following excerpt, chosen as a representative of this function, took place between two siblings. The older 
brother was studying for his exam whereas the younger brother was watching television which was turned 
up high.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
something  
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conversation functioned as a euphemistic expression, trying to lessen the anger of the interlocutor. Instead 
of swearing, the speaker has used /chiz/ to decrease the force of the utterance. 
 
 
From the Persian corpus it appeared as though /chiz/ could also be used as a hedging device. Hedge 
false and b) do not say that for which you lack adequate evidence (p.45-46). A hedge under this maxim is 
danger of not strictly adhering to the Maxim of Quality), but the speaker indicates in some conventional 
(Parvaresh, 2011).  The following conversation between two classmates supported our claim that /chiz/ 
could also function as a hedging device. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
B: I thought I to something. 
A: Is that for sure? 
 
 
In this excerpt, the second interlocutor is not sure about whether the professor was going to give the 
students an exam or not. Hence, the word exam was used but immediately following that the word /chiz/ 
was used which could be an indication of not being exactly sure and thus being in doubt. 12 percent of the 
occurrence of /chiz/ in the transcriptions was categorized as functioning as a hedging device. 
In some instances, it seemed as though speakers had intentionally left out some parts of the utterance 
and replaced it with the word /chiz/. This function is referred to as an avoidance strategy, in that certain 
information was deliberately left out and was not stated explicitly. In the following excerpt two sisters 
 They were in the living room and their mom was in the 
kitchen. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
B: Yeah, I did. 
A: Did you buy the thing I told you to buy for you know who? 
B: Yeah, there were a lot of nice things in the shop but the thing you h  
 
In this excerpt, the interlocutors had enough shared knowledge about the topic and were intentionally 
leaving out or avoiding mentioning the exact object bought since they were suspecting that their mother 
might overhear their conversation and blow the surprise. 8 percent of the pragmatic expression under 
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investigation functioned as an avoidance strategy. That is to say the interlocutors intentionally left out 
some words and replacing them with /chiz/. 
Last but not least, avoiding judgment was the last and least function of /chiz/. In some parts of the 
corpus although rarely sited, the word /chiz/ was used in order to avoid making judgments about 
particular people or events. In the following excerpt two students on campus were talking about one of 
their professors. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
B: How was he? 
A: Thing! 
B: What do you mean? Was he good or bad? 
A: Thing  
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The use of the pragmatic expression /chiz/ by the first speaker in both instances implied a reluctance to 
judge the professor.  The motive behind this was not evident of course.  The speaker might have believed 
that it was too soon to make any judgments about the new teacher or had other personal reasons for not 
giving an exact answer. 
5. Conclusion 
The purpose of this study was to investigate the functions of a Persian expression /chiz/. This word 
could be considered as a counterpart to the English expressions what- -call-it and you-know-what 
which show a significant degree of conventionality, but there are nevertheless many other words e.g. 
doodad, whatsit, thingamejig which do a very similar job (Enfield, 2003). Furthermore, completely 
novel forms can conventionally perform similar functions in small, closed speaker groups (p.102).  As 
thus, for such words in either language to successfully denote the intended reference is to rely on 
mutually assumed background knowledge. 
pervasive in everyday conversations. They occur in a variety of contexts, and they appear to serve a 
variety of functions. Vague utterances allow speakers to maintain fluency when they cannot access 
information at the point where it is needed in the conversation.  However, speakers may choose vague 
 
This study found the vague expression /chiz/ to fulfill a number of functions in conversations including 
but perhaps not limited to: a) substitution, b) placeholder, c) euphemism, d) hedging device, e) avoidance 
strategy, and f) avoiding judgment. According to our analysis of conversations extracted from the corpus, 
/chiz/ was not just a poor substitute for a precise expression. In contrast, they helped guide the hearer 
successfully achieved even though vague expressions were used. Contrary to the literal meaning of vague, 
the utterances which employed vague expressions were not at all vague. It must be emphasized, however, 
that this is the case for the interlocutors. It is completely the opposite for someone who does not know the 
context in which the conversation had taken place in. The results of our study showed that the Persian 
expression /chiz/ had several functions  
Several limitations could be geared towards this study. First and foremost, this study did not separate 
taken into consideration. This factor could be taken into consideration in upcoming investigations. That 
is, how do the functions and frequencies of the pragmatic expression /chiz/ differ among male and female, 
or different age groups? Second, this study could be viewed as a case study which took place in a local 
rather than a broad context. As thus, further investigations are needed in order to make greater claims.  
Third, comparative investigation among different languages and cultures could be conducted. In other 
words, questions regarding transferability from the L1 context into an L2 context when Persian speakers 
are learning a second language such as English. And if so, what are the positive and negative effects of 
this transfer. 
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